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Abstract
A method and apparatus for monitoring heart rate of the heart using a wearable system is designed and implemented in this paper. A heart rate receives from heart beat signals and stores the
data to a database and after a time period this method can determine an idle heart rate of the
monitoring body. This idle heart rate is compared with the stored data and can determine the
normal and abnormal heart rate variability. After the certain time period this system can detect
the heart rate and also can send a signal to the user in time of abnormalities. Consequent estimations of heart rate variability are contrasted with this.
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1. Introduction
Human health condition or heart rate recognition is very important technology for some patients to monitor them
in a secure way. A number of motion-tracking or movement recognition technologies and health monitoring system have been developed for human motion capture in virtual reality and biomedical applications, including
mechanical trackers, active magnetic trackers, optical tracking systems, acoustic, inertial/magnetic tracking systems, and health monitoring using smart sensors.
An intelligent self-controlled Micro-Controller Unit (MCU) based smart heart monitoring system is proposed
in this paper. This system is mainly designed to monitor disable people, heart patients or any people who need to
measure the heart rate. It takes input signals from ear-clip heart rate sensor placed in the monitored human body.
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And after collecting the values from the sensor those are saved in a database and after a time period for determining the idle heart rate the system starts to monitor the heart rate of the monitoring body and give message
about the present condition of the monitoring body by using some algorithms.
A sensor based system is designed, implemented for monitoring human heart rate. Experimental result is
demonstrated in this paper. The main target to develop this prototype is to track heart rate of human body and by
analyzing the rate to determine a proper heart rate by using some algorithms and to provide an intensive care and
support. Thus, it facilitates the monitoring committee to look after patients and ensure the security especially for
the heart patient or disable people. To monitor the health condition wireless sensor is used in this system to detect
the heartbeat rate and give alert in the time of abnormalities of heart beat. The sensors are attached with the
sensor interfacing hardware prototyping board which is named as Arduino. For a certain time period the sensor
data are collected from the human body using Arduino. Then the collected data is analyzed. This analysis provides automatic signal to the monitoring responsible authority and also the decision about the monitored people.
The real time Heart Rate Monitoring (HRM) system is an intelligent system assembled with a sensor and operated by Micro-Controller Unit (MCU) to monitor human heart rate status in real time. From the connected
sensor embedded on the body, it takes reading of heart-beat. According to pre-defined logic and from resulting
output, it determines the health condition. Similar approaches are disclosed before. But this system is incorporated for determining an ideal heart rate for a human body and also the present status of the heart rate by comparing with the ideal rate. Proposed system will make heart rate monitoring user friendly and low in cost. Finding of the study is that, this system perfectly demonstrates its efficiency and effectiveness in most of the cases.
Many researches are available for determining the heart rate, and heart rate monitoring system [1]. Some researches also make alarm on the abnormalities [2], to save heart rate data [3], to a database and show all data to
the user of their system, and detect heart rate and the death reason on behalf of heart rate [4]. But no other system has the feature to save all the data collected from the monitoring body, save the data to a database, make an
idle rate for the particular person and compare the heart rate with the idle one and make an alarm in the abnormal situation. So the proposed system in this paper is quite unique.
This paper is embodied as follows. We will explain the background study in Section 2. Next, we will describe
the methods of the proposed prototype in Section 3 and then the experimental architecture and the results are
shown in Section 4. Finally the paper is concluded in Section 5 and future scope will be described in Section 6.

2. Study Background
Embedded system for monitoring heart rate is a field for many researchers. There are many heart rate monitoring devices, applications and embedded systems are available. Many research exist for heart rate monitoring like
as heart rate monitor apparatus [5]-[9], heart data monitoring method and apparatus [10], body area sensor networks: challenges and opportunities [11], respiration and heart rate monitoring apparatus [12], wireless sensor
networks for personal health monitoring: Issues and an implementation [13], system architecture of a wireless
body area sensor network for ubiquitous health monitoring [14], pulse monitor from magnetic apparatus [15],
system for monitoring health, wellness and fitness [16], system for monitoring health, wellness and fitness having a method and apparatus for improved measurement of heat flow [17], apparatus for monitoring health, wellness and fitness [18], passive fetal heart rate monitoring apparatus and method with enhanced fetal heart beat
discrimination [19] etc. Many researches are going on to determine the heart rate of human body. Middle-ware
to support sensor network applications [20], Reliability and validity of the combined heart rate and movement
sensor architecture [21], wearable sensor-based systems for health monitoring and prognosis [22] these system
can determine the heart rate using the processor. Many researches also held on to determine the unambiguous
health monitoring system such as-Person monitoring system [23], care system with alert mechanism [24], PDAbased physiological monitoring system for patient transport [25], home patient monitoring system [26], monitoring and reporting medical measurements [27], monitoring medical measurements [28] etc.
Our scheme is quite unique because no other system has database that can use to determine the idle heart rate
for monitoring body and then can give the message in abnormal situations. None of the earlier heart rate apparatuses are altogether suitable for determine an idle heart rate for human body and can make warning itself in the
situation of abnormalities. Our prototype is developed by using a ear-clip heart rate sensor embedded with Arduino [29]. In case of abnormal situation this prototype can demonstrate warning message for the monitoring
body.
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3. Methods
3.1. Overview of the System

The aim of the system is to design and implement a system for monitoring heart rate, and to facilitate the continuous monitoring of people and determine a idle heart rate for the particular person and also provide the warning message in the abnormalities on the basis of the idle heart rate. Figure 1 shows architecture of the proposed
system. This proposed system has mainly two different parts. One is sensor based unit and another is management based unit. Sensor based unit collect the physiological data from the monitoring body and the management
unit store the data and show the real-time data of the monitoring body. The management unit is from either a local host network and show the result via monitor of the mobile phone or the laptop via WLAN or WiFi module.
The sensor based unit is design as follows: 1) it must be portable and must easier to carry 2) user friendly interface and also easy to use 3) it must collect all the heart rate of the monitoring body and must send to the database. On the other hand, the management unit is designed as follows: a) it must display the heart rate of the
body b) it can store the sensor data c) it also display the graph of the hear rate d) it can retrieve and manage the
information of the monitoring body e) it also connects with Internet to transmit data.
The transmission of data between a sensor based unit and the management unit is implemented by the client
server model. In the proposed design, the sensor based unit serves as the client and the management unit act as
server end. Communication depends on the Internet protocol for accurate data transmission.

3.2. Flowchart
Figure 2 shows the flowchart view of the system. At first when the system start to work the using sensor starts
to collect data from the monitoring body. Then it saves all the data to a database through WLAN or WiFi module. Then the proposed system set a threshold value to determine an idle heart rate rate of the body. Then it automatically analyzing the data and show the results. Then collecting data then compare with the idle threshold
value and if their occur any abnormalities then it gives an alarm to the user of the system.

3.3. Sensor Based Unit
For the unit of sensor based the ear-clip heart rate sensor is used for monitoring the heart rate. This sensor take
heart beat as an analog signal and sent it to the database. It sense the real time heart rate of the monitoring body.
For monitoring it sends all the collected data to the management unit to show the results. The used sensor is
connected with a micro-controller named as arduino uno. All data goes from the sensor to the database through
its WLAN device via the arduino. Circuit diagram of the proposed system is given in Figure 3.

3.4. Management Unit
Figure 1 shows the management unit. Sensor data collected from the monitoring body through sensor and store
and retrieve data from the database. Management unit process the data from and show the result to the user. The

Figure 1. Sensor based and management unit.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the system overview.

Figure 3. Circuit diagram of the system.
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system must collect a large number of data from the monitoring body for a time period to process the data. Then
the system process the data using a predefined algorithm. This unit also show the heart rate and set an idle heart
rate for the monitoring body using the algorithm. Sometimes the heart rate goes up or down than the idle heart
rate and at that time it can create an alarm or give an warning message to the monitoring people. Now the system shows the result in a monitor like laptop or mobile phone. It also generates warning message to the laptop.

4. Experiment
4.1. Circuit Diagram
Figure 3 Circuit diagram shows that how the arduino board connected with the ear-clip heart rate sensor. Arduino board has some digital and analog pin. To get the output from the sensor the output pin of the ear-clip
heart rate sensor is connected with the digital pin 2 of the arduino. The power supply and ground pin is connect
with the the vcc and gnd pin of the arduino.

4.2. Experimental Environment
The proposed system is an web-based human Heart Rate Monitoring system (HRM) which is implemented on
an embedded system with arduino and ear-clip heart rate sensor. The server side system ran the apache web
server, PHP language and MySQL database and the sensor data read from the sensor using arduino code. This
section describes the implementation of web-based human heart rate monitoring system, and demonstrates the
performance of the proposed system and determine the idle heart rate for the monitoring body and make an alert
in an abnormal situation. The environment of the experiment how the sensor and arduino board connected with
the body shown in Figure 4.

4.3. Architecture of the Proposed Prototype
Figure 5 shows the system overview how the proposed prototype work. For determining the systems perfectness
data collect from 10 different persons and shown in Figure 6. First the sensor which connected with arduino and
the WLAN or WiFi is placed to the monitoring body. The sensor started to collect the data and it send the data to a
web server using WLAN or WiFi module. Then an algorithm is determined to analyzing the data. For the proposed
prototype we use an algorithm of an average which is predefined in arduino. After that it determined an idle heart
rate. The the heart rate rate of the monitoring body is shown in the monitor and it may send the data to the physician. In the case of abnormalities the system can make a signal to the user such as he/ she is in abnormal situation.

Figure 4. Architecture of the overall proposed prototype.
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Figure 5. Heart beat signal sense from sampling person (10
people).

Figure 6. Experimental environment.

4.4. Results
To determine whether the proposed prototype work perfectly or not 10 person of different age is selected to take
their heart rate from the finger of the hand. This study measure the idle heart rate for each of the monitoring
people and compare their further heart rate with the idle one and make an alert in the abnormalities. Though all
the sampling people are almost healthy so in the experimental time it does not need to make any alert. The aim
of this experiment is to determine whether the system work perfectly or not. Figure 6 shows the results of the
experiment in different body of several time. For the proposed prototype we take 10 person for the experiment.
We find different types of heart rate data for different people. Each and every time our prototype can able to determine the idle heart rate and also can compare the heart rate with the idle one.

5. Conclusion
In this paper the system is implemented successfully. In most of the cases the system behaves quite nice. Heart
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Rate Monitoring (HRM) system is a simple solution for real time heart rate status monitoring and abnormality
alerting. By using this system we can determine the idle heart rate for each and every person and can monitor
them in a nice way. This system is also very user friendly. Moreover, HRM is a complete solution for real time
heart rate monitoring and creates an emerging awareness in a secure way.

6. Future Scope
In this paper we deal with the numeric data which is found from our experiment that helps to detect the agents
health condition as well as heart rate. We will co-relate the sensor data with the real patients data which will
help us to compare the real scenario. In future we will add some other features to develop the system and make
it easy to user through smart application. This system can be incorporated with cloud computing and enriched
the prototype system. This noble system can be used for disabled or patient to aware about their present situation.
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